Accounting integrations made simple

Providing you with seamless integrations with the financial software used by your small business customers – all through a single API

» Easily access accurate and up-to-date contributed accounting data from your customers
» Deliver a more convenient and seamless experience for your customers
» Faster, simpler and less expensive than building integrations in-house
» A fully white labelled solution

Data sources include

- sage
- xero
- myob
- = exact
- ClearBooks
- intuit quickbooks
- KashFlow
- sage 50
- freesagent
- Reckon
- FRESHBOOKS cloud accounting
Fludly

Codat’s wealth of experience in the space is really reflected in their product offering. Clearly having put themselves in their customers’ shoes, their API is both well documented and simple to use.”

Jonnie Ball, Chief Data Scientist, Fluidly

How it works

Connectivity
Codat handles the technical complexities of accessing accounting data

Standardisation
Codat maps to a common format across all data sources

Authorisation
Codat manages the authorisation process and access to connect each accounting platform

Synchronisation
Codat ensures that on an ongoing basis, data is always up to date

For more information on how Codat can help your business or to arrange a demo please contact

→ info@codat.io

Data encrypted in transit using SSL and at rest using AES-256 managed by Microsoft Azure. Regular system penetration testing and continual improvement in line with our ISO27001 certification